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ABSTRACT 
Fauziah Anjani, 2018. A Comparative Study On Headline And Lead Presentation 
In BBC And Daily Mail’s Online News. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, 
Language and Cultures Faculty. 
Advisor : Dr. SF. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, S.S., M.Hum. 
Key Words : Headline, lead, Social cognition  
 
 This research explored headline and lead in BBC and Daily Mail’s online news by 
the topic Donald Trump Immigration Muslim Ban. There were forty four 
headlines and leads collected. They were fifteen  headline and lead on BBC and 
twenty nine headline and lead on Daily Mail, which were analyze by using 
Critical Discourse Analysis perspective. The objective of this thesis were to find 
out how BBC and Daily Mail present their headline and lead, and what the reason 
why they present the headline and lead including the social cognition. 
This was a descriptive qualitative research. The research design a research design 
that produce descriptive of data. The main instrument of this research is the 
researcher. The technique analysis data explain that content analysis organized in 
four way: domain analysis, taxonomic analysis, componential analysis, and 
finding cultural values. 
The result shows that from 49 headline and lead, there are 15 summary headline 
and 15 conventional lead found in BBC. There are found 10 summary headline 
and 19 connotative headline, 25 conventional lead and 4 grammatical beginning 
lead in Daily Mail. Based on the result, BBC tends to informative media and 
Daily Mail tends to expressive while presenting the news. The social cognition are 
applied in the both of Media that the researcher want to convey. BBC is tend to 
conservative group for exposing the Donald Trump Immigration Ban and Daily 
Mail tend to Labour Group for exposing  the Donald Trump Immigration Ban. 
The group show the author style in writing headline and lead. 
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ABSTRAK 
Fauziah Anjani, 2018. A Comparative Study On Headline And Lead Presentation 
In BBC And Daily Mail’s Online News. Skripsi. Program studi Sastra Inggris, 
Fakultas Adab dan Bahasa. 
Advisor : Dr. SF. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, S.S., M.Hum. 
Key Words : Judul berita, lead, kognisi sosial 
 
Penelitian ini menyelidiki tentang Judul dan ringkasan berita online pada BBC 
dan Daily Mail dengan topic larangan imigrasi Trump. Ada 44 judul berita serta 
ringkasanya yang telah terkumpul. 15 diantaranya merupakan berita dari BBC dan 
29 berita dari Dailly Mail, yang telah dianalisis menggunakan pendekatan Analisa 
Wacana Kritis. Tujuan penelitian ini yaitu untuk mengetahui bagaimana BBC dan 
Daily Mail dalam menyajikan berita serta mengetahui apa alas an mereka 
menyajikan berita seperti itu berdasarkan kognisi social. 
Pada penelitian ini, peneliti menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Instrument 
utama a dalam penelitian ini adalah peneliti sendiri. Teknik analisis data yaitu 
analisis konten yang meliputi: analisis domain, analisis taksonomi, analisis 
component, dan menemukan nilai budaya. 
Hasil penelitian menunjukan, dalam media BBC, 15 headline merupakan 
summary headline dan 15 merupakan conventional lead. Dalam media online 
Daily Mail, terdapat 10 headline yang merupakan summary headline dan sisanya 
connotative headline, serta terdapat 25 conventional lead dan 4 grammatical lead. 
Berdasarkan hasil penelitian, media BBC merupakan media informative, namun 
Daily Mail cenderung berlebihan dalam menyajikan berita.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of Study 
Headline usually called as a title of a news and puts on the top of 
news. Before a reader reads the news, they read the headline first. It can 
influence the reader to continue reading the news or not. There is 
important things of news that frame in headline. As Van Dijk states in 
Pajunen that the headline with the lead expresses the main topic of the 
text.To make the reader interest to read the news, headline must be written 
in interesting language style.  
Language on the body of news is different from in the Headline of 
the news. Many reductions occur in terms of grammar and the choices of 
special word. Taiwo (2004) regard, the editor uses the news headlines to 
evoke the readers by using eye catching phrases, emotive vocabulary and 
rhetorical and graphological devices. So, editor is free to choose the word 
and expression, language style and language structure.Headline must be 
written in short sentence and it becomes super summary of the story 
(Pajunen, 2008). If headline becomes super summary of the story, lead 
may become the absolute summary of the story. Information in the 
headline is usually contained in the lead. 
Lead is part of the news and becomes opening paragraph of the 
story (Pajunen, 2008). Therefore, It is supposed to summary of the story 
and usually contains the five Wh+H of the story. Lead becomes directional 
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for the reader to know what the news it is. It is part of story that written no 
more than 30 word. In lead contain the main point of the story. The whole 
story summarize in lead. Therefore, lead becomes the most important 
thing of the story.  
As Pape & Featherstone state in Pajunen 2008 that lead to be the 
most important paragraph in a news article. Lead refers to the first 
paragraph of a news story. It is also the introduction of a news story. The 
eyes of the readers follow lead after the heading of news. So, the lead must 
be interesting and attractive. The most important single skill students learn 
in journalism is the ability to write good leads. The art and power of 
thinking and analyzing of news writer depends upon lead. 
Headline must be written in short sentence and as interesting as 
possible. It makes the reader interested to read the news (Pajunen, 2008). 
In representation of the news, media have a different way to serve. They 
may use expressive language to sell the news. In the other hand, using 
over expressive language may make the news bias. Whereas for 
representing news must be objective or describe as real as possible. In 
addition the news can influence the mindset of the reader’s.  
Headline and lead of the news can call as a text discourse analysis. 
It contains the people mind when they write the news. According to van 
Dijk (1988), “the headlines define the overall coherence or semanticunity 
of discourse, and also what information readers memorize best from a 
news report". He claims that the headline and the lead paragraph express 
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the most important information of the cognitive model of journalists, that 
is, how they see and define the news event. Unless readers have different 
knowledge and beliefs, they will generally adopt these subjective media 
definitions of what is important information about an event. (van Dijk, 
1988) 
In this research, researcher used CDA adopted Van Dijk Theory. It 
concerns on the identity of the media mass on Daily mail and BBC while 
reporting the news. In reporting the news, Daily Mail tends to write 
expressively, but BBC tends to write informatively. It causes they have a 
different belief or knowledge while reporting the news. Researcher will 
compare the news that is represented on Daily Mail online news and BBC 
online news. Then researcher will analyze the identity of the media based 
on their representation.   
In this case, in the same topics there are different representation 
headline in the different media. For example headline on Daily Mail 
Trump's migrant crackdown: The President will start building 
Mexico border wall TODAY -and is set to BAN people from 
Syria and six other 'dangerous' Muslim countries from 
entering America by signing executive orders 
In headline above, it shows that headline written in long word and 
do not complex. And in headline there are any secondary topics or two 
focuses on there are tell building Mexico border wall and set to BAN 
people from Syiria and six others. The headline tends to express the 
emotion of the writer toward the news.  
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In the other headline in different media, for example 
The immigration topic Trump keeps avoiding 
The headline above, it shows that headline written in simple word. 
This headlines no secondary topics or the headline focused on one topic 
only. The headline focuses on the immigrants that still argue about Donal 
Trump Muslim immigration ban. As the headline only focuses on one 
topic, the news is informative. 
Both of the headline above, it tells that in the same topics, media 
present the news differently. It causes the media have different culture and 
they used their own belief to present the news. Tell about the belief it the 
same tells about the ideology. The ideology included in the Critical 
Discourse Analysis 
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) tells about the spoken and 
written word. It is more than analyze the text or talk. It can find the 
identity or ideology of the writer or the speaker. According to Van Dijk 
(1998), Critical Discourse Analysis is a type of discourse analytical 
research that primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance and 
inequality are enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the 
social and political context. The way to research the text and talk on media 
newspaper, CDA may focuses on the way discourse and reproduces 
relation of power and dominance in society. Newspaper as a media text 
discourse, it may contain of people’s mind.  
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Analyzing a Critical discourse in the online news, it was so 
interesting because the reader can know which the media tells about the 
truth. Therefore, based on the above description, after some related 
problems formulated, then the researcher decided to conduct a research 
with the title: "A Comparative Study On Headline And Lead Presentation 
In Daily Mail And BBCs News. 
B. Limitation of The Problem 
Based on descriptions in the background of Study, the researcher 
then set limits for research to be conducted. Researcher will focus on the 
news on Daily Mail and BBC media electronic and focused on Donald 
Trump Muslim immigration ban and it happens on 24 January-28 
February 2017.  The researcher choses the topics it causes the topics 
become controversial in this year.  
C. Problem Formulation 
Based on the explanations in the background of study, several 
problems can be stated as follows: 
1. How do Daily Mail present their headline and lead? 
2. How do BBC present their headline and lead? 
3. What is the reason, why do Daily Mail and BBC present their headline 
as such including social cognition by Vandijk? 
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D. The Objectives of the Study 
This study is aimed to analyze and investigate the ideology of 
writer news in Daily Mail and BBC. The objectives are specified as 
follows: 
1. To describe how Daily Mail present their headline and lead. 
2. To describe how BBC present their headline and lead. 
3. To know the reason why Daily Mail and BBC present their 
headlline as such. 
E. The Benefit of the Study 
Besides to be useful in the academic fields, this research is 
expected to have a significant contribution both theoretically and 
practically.  
1. Theoretically, this research contributes to the development of 
linguistics theory, more specifically in the theory of critical discourse 
analysis.  
2. Practically, this research is expected to provide an overview in finding 
out the idiology of the media to present the new. 
F. Clarification of Key Terms 
1. Headline: The headline is an integral part of the news story, especially 
on front page. It is meant to arouse the reader’s interest and make him 
read the whole article. (Pajunen, 2008) 
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2. Lead: Lead refers to the first paragraph of a news story. It is also the 
introduction of a news story. (oxford dictionary) 
3. Social cognition:  Social cognition entails the system of mental 
strategies and structures shared by group members, and in particular 
those involved in the understanding, production or representation of 
social objects , such as situations, interactions, groups and institutions. 
(Van Dijk, 1988). 
4. BBC: An operational business division of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation responsible for gathering and broadcasting of news and 
current affairs. (Longman dictionary) 
5. Daily Mail: A British daily middle market tabloid newspaper 
published in London. (oxford dictionary) 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
In this chapter researcher discusses about the theories that used to 
answer the problem statements on the thesis. This research focuses on 
analyzing headlines and leads in BBC and Daily Mail online news. The 
researcher categorized this chapter into Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), 
headline, lead, and social cognition. 
A. Theoretical description 
1. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
Critical Discourse Analysis is an approach for analyzing the 
power or ideology which has been spread language.Fairclough (1989: 
1) says that Critical Discourse Analysis is a process of analyzing the 
language use related to unequal power domination Critical Discourse 
Analysis is use to analyze each type of discourse to unmask the 
implicit ideologies behind it. 
Moreover, Fairclough (1989: 1) says that by analyzing a 
discourse, it shows the important role of language in the production, 
maintenance, and change of relation of power. He also says that the 
language can show the domination of some people by others. 
Fairclough (1995:2) analyzes the domination of power by analyzing 
some linguistic aspects, such as; vocabulary and metaphor, grammar, 
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presupposition and implicatures, politeness, conversation, speech-
exchange (turn-taking) system, generic structure, and style. 
According to Van Dijk (1998), Critical Discourse Analysis is a 
type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the way 
social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted, reproduced 
and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context. Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA) tells about the spoken and written word. It 
identifies more than the text or talk. It can find the identity or ideology 
of the writer or the speaker. There are some frameworks of Critical 
Discourse Analysis according to some expert.  
CDA by Teun A Van Dijk has three dimension: text (dealing 
with the structure of a text and strategy of the discourse used to serve a 
certain topic), social cognition (dealing with how the text is produced), 
and social context (dealing with the structure of a discourse that is 
commonly used in the society). The researcher used the Van Dijk’s 
version because it is appropriate to the purpose of this research which 
is to analyze the social cognition of the news article. It analyzes the 
relationship between discourse structure and social structures.  
Van Dijk (1998) creates the connection between the big 
elements such as social structure with the micro element called social 
cognition. The social cognition has two meanings. First, it show the 
process of the text that produced by the journalist, and the secondly, it 
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describe the social value in society which is wider. The social value 
also will influence the journalist knowledge in produced the text. 
2. News Story  
Newspapers play a leading role in creating discourse on the 
statements of national and international prominent politicians. 
Newspaper editors try to build up the ideologies of what is talked 
about and in which manner (Henry & Tentor 2002 as cited in Taiwo). 
Van Dijk analyses the structure of news articles with the help of a rule-
based news schema, which is made up of sets of hierarchically ordered 
categories. The constituent parts of a news story can be divided into 
different schematic categories (Van Dijk, 1988). 
Text generaly has a schema or plot the way they inform the 
news. Starting from the introduction until the conclusion. The plot 
show how the part of the text is arranged until build the meaning. 
News reports, which each day are produced by the thousand and under 
heavy constraints of professional routines, available personnel, time, 
and deadlines, must also be organized by a conventional news schema. 
This news schema shows how the parts of the news was arranged and 
organized so that it can become a unity both in structure and in 
meaning of the sentences. Although, every discourse has difference 
forming and schema, news text commonly has two categories of 
schemas: (1) Summary (including the Headline and the Lead) and (2) 
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News Story (including the Episode and Consequence) (Van Dijk, 
1988: 168). 
Various Headline, such as the main Headline (Headline/Title) 
and lower Headline (Subtitle), constitute the conventional category of 
Headline. Headline is literally ―on top‖ of the news report and its size 
and position are therefore important strategic cues for perception and 
attention processes. This Headline always typographically marked by 
large bold letter type. The Headline expresses the intended highest 
macro proposition and therefore signals what is the most relevant or 
important information of the news report. Cognitively, this Headline 
will monitor the further process of reading and comprehensio          
(Van Dijk, 1988: 161).  
Then, the lead has initial position, under the headlines, and also 
printed in larger or bolder type than the rest of news story. The lead is 
expressed by the first sentence or paragraph of the news report. Beside 
using the lead as the summary functions, it is also presented for the 
introduction function of the news story elements                             
(Van Dijk, 1988: 161). 
Sometimes the readers do the interpretation by skimming the 
paper. They only read the summary part of the news report, after which 
they may decide to continue or to stop reading the rest of the news 
report. So, the headline and lead play such a crucial role in 
interpretation and also for the obligatory of the news schema. 
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The Background may be supplied by news agencies, by 
reporters or correspondents who simply know such background from 
experience, by other media, or by various documentations. Van Dijk 
differentiated Background between present and past Backgrounds. The 
presents Background of a news event was called as context. This 
context covers all informations in the news report about the actual 
situation in which the main news event takes place (Van Dijk, 1998).  
Practically, the context is marked by temporal cohesive ties, 
such as during, while, at the same time, or simply in. On the other 
hand, the past Background called as history. Temporally, the history 
stretches back months or even years. This history leads the context on 
the actual situation or its events (Van Dijk, 1998). 
Taken place within the limits of one or two previous days. If 
the events have a good attention, it can be said as an actual news but if 
the news was covered with the another recent news, it will change to 
be old news event if it is not old news for the readers (Van Dijk, 1998) 
Finally, the last News Story elements are Consequences 
(composed of Verbal Reaction and Comments). Verbal Reaction are 
the news actors opinions or comments about the news events. It is 
presented by the quoted declaration. Sometimes, in domestic news, the 
journalists using the specialists either using their knowledge or 
reactions to give their perspective about the news events.  
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The Verbal Reaction allows journalists to objectively provide 
the news actors opinions in order to satisfy the readers by the news 
reports viewed (Van Dijk, 1998: 56). However, the Comments always 
give the evaluation and expectation opinions which are stated by the 
journalists to evaluate the news events (Van Dijk, 1998: 15).  
3. Headlines  
A headline is the tittle of a newspaper story, printed in large 
letters at the top of the story, especially on the front page. The headline 
is an integral part of the news story, especially on front page. It is 
meant to arouse the reader’s interest and make him read the whole 
article. (Pajunen, 2008) 
According to Taiwo (2004) the editor uses the news headlines 
to evoke the readers by using eye catching phrases, emotive 
vocabulary and rhetorical and graphological devices. It has to sell the 
story to the reader. It provides a framework for reading process and 
steers the reader in a certain direction. As Fries in Pajunen (2008) 
implies that the beginning, the reader reads the headline then the reader 
has expectation of the meaning of the headline. 
Headline is the greatest source of providing information to all, 
especially to people who are too busy to read the whole of the news 
article or stories (Van Dijk, 1998). These headlines are description of 
social, cultural and national representations circulating in a society at a 
specific time. The following study analyzes the differences of the 
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various headlines with their respective belief. Their impact is likely to 
be more upon the readers due to certain linguistic features which make 
them memorable and effective (Develotee & Rechniewski, 2001).  
Headline becomes the summary of the news story. It contains 
topic of whole story of news. Van Dijk states in Pajunen (2008) that 
the headline with the lead express the main topic of the text.   
Language features of headline according to Pajunen (2008) are 
as follows: 
a. Block language  
Headlines has a purpose to communicate an idea by using a 
few short words as possible, nevertheless, the meaning of the 
headline can sometimes therefore be misleading or misinterpreted 
(Van Dijk, 1998). The reason for using the short word is to limit 
the space provided for headline in newspaper. According to Mardh 
in Praskova in Pajunen (2008), he defines block language as the 
type of linguistic utterance which occurs in telegrams, book-titles, 
diaries, advertisements, recipes, dictionaries, catalogues, on posters 
and labels and in headlines, etc. It means that block language 
consist of lexical items and lower than sentences.  
The special features of the vocabulary items of block 
language are short, unusual, special and dramatic (Swan [2002] 
reported in Bram [2011]). Mårdh in Pajunen (2008) classifies 
headlines as belonging to block language, which is characterised 
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by heavily modified noun phrases (e.g. ”India House death bid case 
dropped”), by grammatical units lower than the sentence (e.g. 
”When Bean meanz [sic] business...” and ”Today's Weather”) and 
by the omission of words that have low information value, such as 
articles and the finite forms of the verb be (e.g. ”Explosion plot 
alleged”).  
A good newspaper headline should be able to truthful the 
content of the story it introduces and persuade its readers to devote 
time to reading. It can be achieved by several characteristic means 
of headlinese, which is special language used beside the means of 
the block language to do trick. Block language as means the space 
saver, it can limit the space. But it leads to a misuse or complete 
omission of words. Therefore, further knowledge of the context 
seems necessary. 
b. Word number 
Mardh states in Pajunen (2008) that the average length of a 
newspaper headline is about seven words. As headline is written by 
using block language, it means that headline written in short 
sentences. To save the space, headline written in short sentence, it 
is no more than seven words. Moreover, it can make the reader 
quick to read the headline. Even the headline written in short 
sentences, it has to give the fact comprehensibly. 
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For example: 
Trump executive order banning refugees: World react. (2/ 
BBC / SH-R/CL-S/29012017). 
Britain should follow Donald Trump’s lead and introduce 
‘extreme vetting’, Nigel Farage says as he defends US President’s 
immigration crackdown. (5/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017). 
c. Active voice 
Mardh in Pajunen (2008) report that the fact that passive 
constructions are longer and less lively than the active are the 
reasons for avoiding them. It means that the using passive voice is 
less interested and it confused the reader. It causes the passive 
voice can delete the agent. 
However, the principle of putting the most important 
information first may overrule the use of the active voice. 
Moreover, Mardh in Pajunen (2008) also illustrates this with the 
headlines ”Duke kicked by horse in driving accident” (instead of 
”Horse kicks duke in driving accident”) and ”18% rise in phone 
bills proposed by Post Office” (instead of ”Post Office proposes 
18% rise in phone bills). 
For example: 
Trump suspends US refugee program and bans Syrian 
indefinitely. (1/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/28012017). 
17 
 
 
 
d. Secondary Topic 
Headline which contains the secondary topic contains 
another topic or it is not focus on one topic. According to Mardh 
that remark in Pajunen (2008), there are two category of news 
headline. The first is headline that contain secondary topic is called 
Connotative headline. Connotative headline is focusing on 
sensational aspect of the story. The second is summary headline, it 
become summary of the story and contain main topic of the story. 
For example: 
KATIE HOPKINS: Trump’s immigration crackdown is a 
clear message to the Muslim world – get your own houses in order 
before you come to ours. (3/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017). 
4. Leads 
Pape & Featherstone state in Pajunen (2008) that lead to be the 
most important paragraph in a news article. Like the headline, lead 
becomes the important thing in news story. It contains gist and 
substance of the whole story.  
Lead refers to the first paragraph of a news story. It is also the 
introduction of a news story. The eyes of the readers follow lead after 
the heading of news (Pajunen, 2008). So, the lead must be interesting 
and attractive. The most important single skill students learn in 
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journalism is the ability to write good leads. The art and power of 
thinking and analyzing of news writer depends upon lead. 
According to Bell (1991: 183) report in Pajunen (2008), 
regards the lead as a directional summary, meaning that it is also part 
of the story. The lead has a dual function: ”It must begin to tell the 
story as well as summarizing it. . . . It must provide a springboard for 
telling the whole story, not just a summary” (p. 183).  Since lead and 
headline have some function that it is the summary of the story, the 
journalist must be write them in the objective written.  
Feature of lead according to Pajunen (2008) are explained as 
follows: 
a. One Complex Sentence 
According to van Dijk (1988) in Pajunen, characterises the 
lead sentence as one complex sentence the function of which is to 
express the macrostructure of the story. Therefore, the syntax of 
lead sentences has several tasks: to give the summary of the story, 
to express a number of schematic categories and to organise this 
information so that it is syntactically well-formed (1988). 
Example  
President Donald Trump has banned the entry of Syrian 
refugees into the US until further notice.  (1/ BBC / SH-R/CL-
S/28012017). 
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b. Active Voice 
Using of sentence on the headline, it effective to use active 
sentence that passive sentence (Pajunen, 2008). It makes the 
headline Sentence structure expresses the semantic roles of 
participants in an event by use of active and passive voices. This 
sentence structure is not only being the technical issues of the truly 
grammatical usage, but also it can determine the meaning that was 
forming by the sentence structure. In the active voice, the focus is 
upon the subject, the doer of the action, while the passive voice 
focuses on the object, the target of the action. In the passive, the 
doer of the action is at the end of the sentence, but the agent can 
also be deleted. 
 The police shot a demonstrator. 
 A demonstrator was shot by the police. 
 A demonstrator was shot. 
In the first above sentence, the police are foregrounded. 
The second sentence is about the dead demonstrator and the police 
are backgrounded to the less prominent sentence-final position. In 
the third sentence, the agent is absent, so we do not know who shot 
the demonstrator. As we can see, the passive makes it possible to 
move the subject to the background or delete it altogether. Passive 
agent deletion enables one to make agency unclear (Pajunen, 
2008). 
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Example: 
President Donald Trump's order suspending immigration 
from seven Muslim-majority countries for 90 days has left many 
foreigners in limbo. (3/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/30012017). 
c. Inverted Pyramid 
The structure of a news story has traditionally been 
compared to an inverted pyramid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: The Inverted Pyramid Model of News Story 
 
As the chart shows, the most important and relevant 
information is supposed to be put first. The news story progresses 
from more important through less and less important information 
(Pajunen, 2008). 
 
 
The most 
important 
 
The least 
important 
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d. Action Start 
Bell in Pajunen (2008) state that structure of news means 
that news stories are told in chronological order, and it does not 
start at the begginning and finish as convensional narrative do. 
Moreover, Van Dijk (1998) state that theme is the first element in 
the sentence, and it has the function of being in focus of attention. 
Start reporting news with the a verb as an action of subject. 
Action start means that in the lead form it is started by an 
action by certain subject or sometimes the subject are hidden. 
There is no when-where statement on the start of the lead. 
For example: 
Britain should follow Donald Trump’s lead and introduce 
‘extreme vetting’ at the borders, Nigel Farage said today. (acion 
start). 
British minister are tonight frantically demanding British 
citizen be exempted from Donald Trump’s immigration crackdown. 
(no action start / when). 
e. Empty Expression 
Pajunen (2008) state that if there is quotation contains 
expression the tendency of the news is  bias. The use of one word 
instead of another can change the tone of the sentence and create a 
wholly different connotation for the reader.  
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For example: 
British minister are tonight frantically demanding British 
citizen be exempted from Donald Trump’s immigration crackdown. 
The word frantically expressed in the lead meanas that the 
lead have an expression and tendency of the lead is bias. There are 
several types of lead news according to Alejandro Ferry  (2013),  they 
are: 
a. Conventional Lead 
The kind of lead used to answer five WH question and H. 
it may be one of the following: 
 Used when the person involved is more prominent than what he 
does and what had happen to him.  
Ex: Gloria Macapagal Arroyo Addressed April 20, the PMA 
graduates in Baguio City (Ferry,2013). 
b. Grammatical Beginning Lead 
There are times when the lead is introduced by a kind of 
grammatical form which is usually a phrase or a clause used to 
emphasize a feature. Here, the important W’s are found in the main 
clause, not in the introductory or subordinate clause which is just a 
modifying feature. 
 Prepositional Phrase Lead: Phrase is introduced by a 
preposition. Example: With brooms and other cleaning 
equipment, boy scouts from the Manila Public High Schools 
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cleaned the City Markets in consonance with Mayor 
LitoAtienza’s CLEAN and Beautification Drive. 
 Infinitive Phrase Lead: It begins with the sign of the infinitive 
to plus the main verb. Example: To encourage tourism, 
balikbayans are given a warm welcome by their fellow 
Filipinos. 
 Participial Phrase Lead: It is introduced by the present and past 
participle of the verb.  
Example: Hoping to cop first place, the PNU wood-pushers 
honed up for the chess championship games. (Present 
Participle) Dressed like a priests, robbers were able to enter the 
bank. (Past Participle) 
 Gerundial Phrase Lead: It is introduced by a gerund (a verbal 
noun ending in ing)  
Example: Winning the development communication trophy, 
during the national press conference was Arrullo High School’s 
best achievement of the year. 
 Clause Lead: The lead begins with a clause which may either 
be independent or subordinate, or may either be a noun or an 
adjectival or adverbial clause. 
Example: Because September 9 was Osmena Day all lessons 
dealt with the life of the late president Sergio Osmena Sr 
(Ferry, 2013). 
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c. Novelty Leads  
Some kinds of leads are best used in writing news features. 
They are written in such a way that they attract the attention or 
carry out a definite purpose (Ferry, 2013). Among these kinds of 
novelty leads are:  
 Astonisher Lead: Uses an interjection or an exclamatory 
sentence. 
Example: Champion of District 1! Better look your best this 
week! 
 Contrast Lead: Describes two extremes or opposites for 
emphasis. The sharper the contrast, the more effective the lead 
will be.  
Example: Four months before the beautification and cleanup 
drive, zone 15 in Tondo, Manila was the dirtiest district. Three 
months after, it won first place in the CLEAN contest 
sponsored by the Department of Community and Local 
Government. 
 Epigram Lead: Opens by quoting a common expression, verse, 
or epigram, at least familiar in the locality.  
Example: Like father, like son. Ramon Garcia Jr. graduated 
Valediactorian this year Ten years ago, his father, Mr. Ramon 
Garcia Sr. also topped his class and delivered his valedictory 
address on the same Rustum where the young Garcia delivered 
his. 
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 Picture Lead: Describes a person, a place, or an event and at the 
same time, creating a mental picture of the subject matter in the 
mind of the reader.  
Example: The new principal although only on his early thirties, 
is already silver-haired. He seldom talks, but when he does, he 
talks with sense. 
 Background Lead: Similar to the picture lead, except that it 
describes the setting which is more important than that of the 
event or the person involved.  
Example: The PNU campus was turned into a miniature 
carnival ground on September 1 during the 104th F-Day 
Celebration of the University. Decorated with buntings and 
multi-colored lights, the quadrangle was a grand setting for a 
barrio fiesta. 
 Descriptive Lead: Used when comparatively few descriptive 
words can vividly formulate an imagery.  
Example: Dressed in white Polo Barong, and with Diploma in 
their hands, 1,500 graduates marched down the stage to the 
tune of Osmena High March. 
 Parody Lead: Consist of a Parody of a well known song, poems 
or lines.  
Example: Water, water everywhere, but no water to drink. This 
was what the food victims found in their dismay. 
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 Punch Lead: A short, forceful word or expression. It is rarely 
used.  
Example: Victory Day! Magsaysay High School celebrated on 
March 18 its fifth Victory in the city-wide journalism contest. 
 One Word Lead  
Example: March! Thus, ordered Hi-Y president Linajr of 
Osmena High School to start the “Walk for Health” fund 
raising drive. 
 Quotation Lead: Consist of speaker’s direct words which are 
very striking and which are usually quoted from speech, a 
public address, or an interview.  
Example: “The youth in the New Republic have become 
partners of the government in its struggle for progress and 
advancement,” thus spoke PNU Director Rene Romero to some 
400 student delegates to the 2006 Hi-Y-Y-Teens Leadership 
Training Seminar held on December 26 – 30 at the Edilberto 
Dagot Hall. 
 Question Lead: An answer to a question which is the basis of 
the news story.  
Example: Who will reign as Miss Intramurals this year? This 
will be known on August 8 after the final screening to be held 
at the PNU Gym and Performing Arts Center. 
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5. Social Cognition 
Processes of reproduction and relations of dominance not only 
involve text and talk, but also shared representations of the social mind 
of group members (Van Dijk, 1998). In Van Dijk statement, discourse 
analysis is not only about the structure of the text, it represent the 
social mind of the society.  
Social cognition should be analysed as the interface between 
discourse and societyand between individual speech participants and 
the social groups of which they are members: (1) discourse is actually 
produced/interpreted by individuals, but they are able to do so only on 
the basis of socially shared knowledge and beliefs; (2) discourse can 
only affect social structures through the social minds of discourse 
participants, and conversely (3) social structures can only affect 
discourse structures through social cognition. Social cognition entails 
the system of mental strategies and structures shared by group 
members, and in particular those involved in the understanding, 
production or representation of social objects , such as situations, 
interactions, groups and institutions (Van Dijk, 1998). 
The assumtion of Social cognition that text never have a 
meaning, the meaning is given by the user of language especially on 
the mental process of the user of language (Van Dijk, 1998). Therefor, 
there a mental strategy needed for observe the social cognition. 
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Because, in every single text produced by the mental process, 
knowladge, attitudes and belief. 
The distinguish between more personal and ad social 
cognitions of specific events (models), and more abstract, socially 
shared or group-based social representations (knowledge, attitudes, 
ideologies), both represented in what is usually called Long Term 
Memory (Van Dijk, 1998).  
Social cognition analysis stress on how the even is 
undertanding, analyzed, and interpreted in the models in memory. This 
model describe how the attitude/ event, time and place, and object 
relevant in structure of the news. The journalist use the model to 
understand the even that had been covered. The model added the 
opinion, attitude, perspective and other information. According to Van 
Dijk (1998) there are some strategies:  
The first is selection, the most effective strategy of complex 
source text processing is selection. And selection may apply to 
communicative events, such as press conferences or interviews or to 
already available source texts.  This selection process is reflected in the 
position within the relevance structure and the amoun of the attention 
in the final news items.   
The second is reproduction, Major conditions for literal 
reproduction are lack of time, lack of other information, the news 
quality of the source text, and the general credibility of the source. Of 
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course, reproduction may also be partial, for example, to meet size 
constraints, in which case usually irrelevant passages are deleted. 
The third is summarization, A summary is a partial expression 
of such a macrostnicture and indicates what according to the reporter is 
most relevant or important of one or more source texts. The 
summarization strategies that have been analyzed theoretically and 
experimentally are deletion, generalization, and construction. Deletion 
applies to local information that is not further used, as a 
presupposition, for the interpretation of the rest of the text. 
Generalization occour when the same information is became the 
general information. Construction requires the combination of several 
partial acts or events into an overall, macroact or macroevent: A series 
of different acts. 
The last is Local Transformations. Whereas summarization 
involves the transformation of microstructures into macrostnictures, 
news production also may require local transformations of various 
sorts. Deletion also operates here as a first and strategically efficient 
move. Its conditions may be internal and external. Addition, on the 
other hand, requires the insertion of relevant details from other source 
texts or from previous models and general knowledge of the reporter. 
Often, additions are used to provide blither information about previous 
events, context, or historical background and then have the function of 
explanation and embedding. Permutations are frequent in news 
production when the source text does not have news schema structure. 
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Basically determined by relevance criteria, important information may 
be moved forward (up), or unimportant information may be moved 
backward (down) (Van Dijk, 1988: 115). 
According to Van Dijk (1998), that strategy happened in the 
mental process of journalist. The way they decided the strategy to 
deleted the information, it depend on on journalist evaluation. And all 
the model of strategy it contain the experience of the journalist. 
6. Previous Related Study  
There are several related previous studies. The first is entitled 
“A critical Discourse Analysis of The News Headlines of Budget of 
Pakistan FY 2011-2012” by Muhammad Asim Mahmood 
(Corresponding author), Saira Javed, Rashid Mahmood in Govt. 
College University Faisalabad, Pakistan.  This study observed the 
representation of a single news item of budget 2011-2012 in different 
papers in their own ideological perspectives. The local papers aim to 
represent the news to evoke readers’ emotions on a certain issue, but 
the news produced for foreign readers in the national papers highlight 
the news of certain foreign policy which may protect the country from 
enemies.  The study concludes that headlines are representations of the 
editors’ ideologies regarding their political inclinations though they 
claim to give purely neutral information. 
Other previous study is a journal with the title “Linguistic 
Analysis of Newspaper Discourse in Theory and Practice” by Pajunen 
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Juhani. The objective the study is two-fold: first, to create a theoretical 
framework for the analysis of newspaper discourse, and second, to try 
to detect occurrences of bias in a group of newspaper articles on the 
basis of that framework. The tools and concepts outlined in the 
theoretical part of the paper are meant to provide an analyst with the 
necessary skills to approach newspaper discourse from different 
linguistic angles. 
Other previous study is a thesis  entitle A Critical Discourse 
Analysis of Teun van Dijk on The Jakarta Post`s Editorials “New Year 
in Singkil” and “Banning Hate Speech” by Arini Nurfadhilah, UIN 
Syarif Hidayatullah, Jakarta, Maret 2017. This thesis presents Critical 
Discourse Analysis especially in text structure, social analysis and 
social cognition of two articles about the religion conflict among 
Muslims and Christians on The Jakarta Post online newspapers. 
Other previous study is a journal entitle A CDA Approach to 
the Biased Interpretation and Representation of Ideologically 
Conflicting Ideas in Western Printed Media by Amir Shojaei, Kazem 
Youssefi, Hossein Shams Hosseini. This journal present intertextual 
analysis of news discourse and within the paradigm of Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA), this study examined how three cases of 
ideologically conflicting ideas are interpreted and represented in 
western printed media.  
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From those previous studies, the writer has different objective 
study. The first, writer will describe how Daily Mail and BBC present 
their news. and the second the writer identify the social cognition both 
of them. It has different from the first previous study. In this research, 
researcher used some theory that built on the third previous study. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH MEHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, the researcher explains about how the research would be 
completed in a certain research design. Firstly, it is explained about the research 
method, then data and data source, research instrument, technique of collecting 
data, followed by technique of analysis data, and the last is the trustworthiness of 
data. 
 A. Research Design 
To reveal a social reality in society, somebody can use several of 
research design, a research design that produce descriptive of data. This 
research design belongs to descriptive qualitative by employing the analysis of 
descriptive and qualitative method. Qualitative research is the research 
holistically and descriptively, e.g: behavior, perception, motivation, action, 
etc., in form of word in a natural context and natural method (Moleong, 
2013:6). According to Sugiyono (2010:7), qualitative research is often called 
interpretative method because the result of the research gains from the 
interpretation of field data. Moreover, the reality or object in qualitative 
research, e.g. text, context, and functions, cannot be seen partially and divided 
into elements. Therefore, it must be constructed holistically. 
This research employs descriptive method to describe the data from of 
words and they are not presented in form of number (Moleong, 2013:11). 
Besides descriptive method does not only display data, but also develop the 
concept from observation, classification, and interpretation to acquire 
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conceptual framework from culture phenomenon (Starus & Corbin in Santosa, 
2012). Therefore, descriptive method is expected to be able to gain 
information toward the phenomenon being discussed.  
Moreover, this research also employ case study to obtain an extensive 
description of a single unit or bounded system, such as an individual, program, 
even, group, intervention, or community (Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004:97). 
Beside, case study aims at providing an analysis of the context and processes 
which illuminate the theoretical issues being studied (Cassel & Symon, 
2004:323).  Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) tells about the spoken and 
written word. It identifies more than the text or talk. It can find the identity or 
ideology or social cognition of the writer or the speaker. In this research, 
researcher use CDA approach by Van Dijk, to found the social cognition in 
the BBC and Daily Mail online news by analyze the headline and lead inside.  
 B. Data and Data Source 
According to Norman and Lincold (1994: 428) “the data base of 
qualitative data are new journals, several hand books, innumerable 
conferences on qualitative issue, special interest groups and software 
packages”. Source data of this research is on BBC and Daly Mail online news, 
with the topic Donald Trump Muslim Immigration Ban. Object of the research 
is headline, lead and social cognition. 
 C. Research Instrument 
The main instrument of this research is the researcher because the main 
ideas and the foundation of the concepts for the research are firstly formulated 
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by the researcher. The understanding to the subject of the research and also the 
self-awareness can be an asset in both fieldwork and analysis as Patton stated 
that: 
The perspective that the researcher brings to a qualitative inquiry is 
part of the context for the findings. A human being is the instrument of 
qualitative methods. A real, live person makes observations, takes field 
notes, asks interview questions, and interprets responses. (2002: 64) 
Furthermre, some other equipments are used to collect the data. They 
are the headline and lead of Donald Trump Immigration ban search from 
google. 
 D. Technique of Collecting  Data 
According to Santosa (2014), there are several techniques in collecting 
data such as interview, questionnaire, group discussion, and content analysis. 
To conduct this research, the researcher employed the content analysis to 
discover the social cognition completely with the language use of objective in 
headline and lead of the news.  
Thus, this research uses content analysis and it can be formed in some 
steps as follows: 
1. Collecting data from the source: the news of Donald Trump immigration 
ban from Google search engine 
2. Putting the headline and lead on the table of headline and lead. 
3. Analyzing the sentence of headline and lead to show the kind of headline 
and lead. 
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4. Validating data collected by the help from the cometent expert in the 
related analysis field (healine and lead analysis) choosen by researcher. 
 E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The data in this research, as what Spreadley(1980) explain, which have 
been collected are analyzed as the following ways:  
1. Domain Analysis 
The data are separated from other that does not belong to the data 
(collecting the news of Immigration Muslim Ban on BBC and Daily Mail). 
2. Taxonomic Analysis 
It is applied to see the headline and lead of the news. 
a. Headline 
 Block language 
 Low information value 
 Active voice 
 Word number 
 Secondary topic 
January 28, 2017 
Headline: Trump suspends US 
refugee program and bans Syrian 
indefinitely 
Lead: President Donald Trump has 
banned the entry of Syrian refugees 
into the US until further notice. 
 
b. Lead 
 One complex sentence 
 Inverted phyramid 
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 Active voice 
 Action start 
 Empty expression 
3. Componensial analysis: the whole data from the Table of headline and 
lead are analyzed by using Critical Discourse Analysis to reveal the 
headline and lead. The analysis is provided with the help of table which 
also explained using informal narrative explanation based on the 
researcher interpretation and linguistics intuition. 
4. Drew conclusion and suggestion releted to thr result of the research. 
 F. The Trustworthiness of Data  
The method which is commonly used for data validation in 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active 
Voice 
Secondary 
Topics 
Yes No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function Tendency Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active 
Voice 
Action 
Start 
Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional 
Function Tendency Summative 
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qualitative research is triangulation. (Lincoln &Guba (1986) & Paston 
(1980) in Santosa: 2014). Triangulation has four techniques, Data 
triangulation, Investigator/ researcher, Method triangulation, Theoretical 
triangulation. Sourch of data is used by serving the data which could be 
taken from document, events, participants, and sites. Investigator or 
researcher in triangulation is not commonly used because it is only used for 
big project. Method of triangulation is dependent on the type of source of 
data taken. They could be content analysis of documents, observing the 
event or phenomena, interviewing the informants, and exploring the sites. 
Then, theoretical triangulation is used when the study is conducted with 
more than theories or multidisciplinary studies. 
This research uses the technique of source of data triangulation with 
content analysis. This technique is chosen by considering that aim of this 
study is analyzing social cognition in two different news media by 
comparing it. In consequence, it needs content analysis to make the result of 
this research valid. 
Data triangulation in this study is applied by collecting some data 
from multiple sources on the Internet. The data were taken from the Google 
search engine. In addition, the researcher saves the news. Headline and lead 
are chosen as an object.  
Therefore, researcher uses investigator triangulation (use of some 
different evaluators or social scientists) by the help of one of the lecture 
from English Letters Department of Islamic Institute of Surakarta. The 
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investigator who validated the data for this research is Vilya Lakstian Catra 
Mulia, M.Hum. Moreover, in the meantime this research is concluded, he is 
still working on his doctoral study of Linguistics. 
The validation process is conducted by giving all the data gathered 
by the researcher before. The data are in the form of table headline and 
which contain all features. The total kind of headline is 15 summary 
headline, and 15 leads with the tendency of lead is conventional lead that 
have summative function. In Daily Mail online news there found 29 
headlines and leads, it includes 10 summary headlines, 19 connotative 
headlines. Morover, in the lead found 25 convensional leads and 4 
grammatical beginning leads. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter provides the results of the analysis and it is devided into two 
sub-sections namely findings and discussions. Finding contains the results of the 
analysis in more detail and complete explanation. Discussions provide the answer 
of the problem formulation stated in the first chapter of the thesis. 
A. Findings 
Based on the analysis, the reseacher found 15 headlines and leads 
on BBC online news by the topic of Immigran Muslim Ban, it includes 15 
headlines with tendency of headline is summary headline, and 15 leads 
with the tendency of lead is conventional lead that have summative 
function. In Daily Mail online news there found 29 headlines and leads, it 
includes 10 summary headlines, 19 connotative headlines. Morover, in the 
lead found 25 convensional leads and 4 grammatical beginning leads. 
1. Headline and Lead Presentation in BBC 
Headline and leads have an important role in news stories, because 
they are supposed to summarize the most important points of the article 
and orient it specific direction. Headline may express secondary topic 
means that the headline called bias or tend to connotative headline. In 
addition, lead may express secondary topics and therefore be biased. 
Hence, one reveal possible bias in headline and lead is to determine if they 
reflect the main topic or some secondary topic.  However, headline that no 
secondary topic means that the headline tend to summary headline. From 
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15 data headlines and lead BBC online news, there found all of the 
headline tend to summary headline. In the lead there found all of the lead 
tend to conventional lead. It means that they inform the news as needed. 
a. Headline structure 
 There are 15 summary headline and lead from total 15 headlines found 
in the BBC news reporting about Immigration Ban in United States. The 
function of summary headline is report. It means that the headlines 
reporting the news by using summary neutrally. In addition, the headline 
and lead express the main topic. Based on the analysis there are 7 
structures of headlines, there are. 
1) Structure 1 
In structure 1 the headline has a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, no information value, and the word of 
headline is more than 7 words, then it does not has a secondary 
topic. It can be found in the following example: 
 
 
 
Picture 4.1 1/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/28012017 
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In picture 4.1 has headline Trump suspends US refugee program 
and bans Syrian indefinitely. It can be drown as the table below: 
Table 4.1. Table of Headline and Lead Structure 1 BBC News 
 In the table 4.1 shows that the headline employs the 
sentence rather than the phrase. The headline is in the form of 
sentence with an active voice instead of block language or phrase. 
It indicates by the verb “suspends” and “bans”. There is no low 
information value found in the headline so that the headline 
becomes stronger. The headline consists of more than 7 words. So 
it makes the reader is not easy to understand the news.  By using 
active voice make the headline show the agent, as the Trump as a 
subject of the news. There is no existention of secondary topics 
because the headline focused on that topic.  
 So, the summer of the description above, the type of the 
headline is summary headline. It means that the headline tells the 
summer the event. It makes the function of headline is report, 
January 28, 2017 Headline: Trump suspends US refugee program and bans 
Syrian indefinitely 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
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Picture 4.2. 2/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
means that the headline reporting the news. The same structure of 
headline are also found in the several datum 3/ BBC / SH-R/CL-
S/30012017, 4/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/31012017, 5/ BBC / SH-R/CL-
S/01022017, 6/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/02022017, 7/ BBC / SH-R/CL-
S/04022017, 8/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/04022017, 12/ BBC / SH-
R/CL-S/07022017. 
2) Structure 2 
In structure 2 the headline has a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, no information value, and the word of 
headline is 7 words, then it does not has a secondary topic. It 
can be found in the following example: 
 
 
 
In the picture 4.2 has headline Trump executive order banning 
refugees: World react. It can be drown as the table below: 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Trump executive order banning refugees: World react 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No 7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.2. Table of Headline Structure 2 BBC News 
The picture shows that the headline is using block language. It 
employ the phrase rather than the sentence. The headline 
compressed the information, so make the headline so simple and 
no more than 7 word. So it makes the reader is easy to understand 
the news.  By using the active voice, the headline shows the agent. 
The word „Trump‟ in the first word of headline shows that the 
Trump is the agent who do that. There is no secondary topic. It 
means that the news is focused on that topic. Since the headline is 
report the news, it makes the function of the headline is summary 
headline.  
3) Structure 3 
In structure 3 the headline has a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, no information value, and the word of 
headline more than 7 words, then it does not has a secondary 
topic. It can be found in the following example 
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Picture 4.3 9/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/05022017 
 
 
 
 
 In the picture 4.3 has headline Trump appeal against 
Seattle judge’s travel ban ruling. It can be drown as the table: 
February 5, 2017 Headline: Trump appeal against Seattle judge‟s travel ban ruling 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes  No >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.3. Table of Headline Structure 3 BBC News 
The table 4.3 show that the headline is using block 
language. It employs the phrase rather than the sentence. It makes 
the The headline compressed the information, so make the headline 
so simple and more than 7 word. By using the active voice, the 
headline shows the agent. The word „Trump‟ in the first word of 
headline shows that the Trump is the agent who do that. There is 
no secondary topic. It means that the news is focused on that topic. 
Since the headline is report the news, it makes the function of the 
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Picture  4.4 10/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/05022017 
headline is summary headline. The same structure of headline is 
also found in the datum 13/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/08022017. 
4) Structure 4 
In structure 4 the headline has no a block language or using 
phrase to write the headline, no information value, and the word 
of headline less than 7 words, then it does not has a secondary 
topic. It can be found in the following example: 
 
 
 
 
 
In picture 4.4 has headline Trump suffers new travel setback. It can 
be drown as the table below: 
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 From the table 4.4 above, it shows that the headline employ 
the sentence rather than the phrase. The headline compressed the 
information, so make the headline so simple and less than 7 word. 
The headline is in the form of sentence with an active voice instead 
of block language. It indicates by the verb “suffers”. By using the 
active voice, the headline shows the agent. Trump as the agent that 
do the the activity. There is no existention of secondary topics 
because the headline focused on that topic. Since the headline is 
report the news, it makes the function of the headline is summary 
headline. 
5) Structure 5 
In structure 5 the headline has no a block language or using 
phrase to write the headline, there is a low information value, 
and the word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has 
a secondary topic. It can be found in the following example: 
February 5, 2017 Headline:  Trump suffers new travel setback. 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No No <7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.4. Table of Headline and Lead Structure 4 BBC News 
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Picture 4.5 15/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/11022017 
 
 
In picture 4.5 has headline Donald Trump considers issuing new 
travel ban. It can be drown as the table below:  
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.5. Table of Headline and Lead Structure 5 BBC News 
The picture shows that the headline employ the sentence rather 
than the phrase. The headline is in the form of sentence with an 
active voice instead of block language. It indicates by the verb 
“considers”. There is no low information value found in the 
headline so that the headline becomes stronger. The headline 
consists of 7 words. By using active voice make the headline show 
the agent. There is no secondary topic. It means that the news is 
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Picture 4.6 11/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/06022017 
focused on that topic. Since the headline is report the news, it 
makes the function of the headline is summary headline. 
6) Structure 6 
In structure 6 the headline has no a block language or using 
phrase to write the headline, there is a low information value, 
and the word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has 
a secondary topic. It can be found in the following example: 
 
`   
 
 
 In picture 4.6 has Headline Is Trump’s immigration order 
legal? It can be drown as the table below: 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No Yes  <7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.6. Table of Headline Structure 6 BBC News 
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 The picture shows that the headlines employ the sentence rather 
than the phrase. The headline is in the form of sentence with an 
active voice instead of block language. It is indicates by to be “is”. 
There is no low information value found in the headline so that the 
headline become stronger. The headline less than 7 words. By using 
active voice make the headline show the agent. There is no 
existention of secondary topics. 
7) Structure 7 
In structure 7 the headline has no a block language or using 
phrase to write the headline, there is no low information value, 
and the word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has 
a secondary topic. It can be found in the following example: 
 
 
 
 
Picture 4.7 14/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/10022017 
In picture 4.7 has Headline Trump’s executive order: who does 
travel ban affect? It can be drown as the table below: 
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Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No No  <7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.7. Table of Headline Structure 7 BBC News 
The picture shows that the headline employ the sentence rather 
than the phrase. The headline is in the form of sentence with an 
active voice instead of block language. It is indicated by the verb 
“affect” There is no low information value found in the headline so 
that the headline become stronger. The headline consists of more 
than 7 words. By using active voice make the headline show the 
agent. There is no secondary topic. It means that the news is 
focused on that topic. Since the headline is report the news, it 
makes the function of the headline is summary headline. 
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b. Lead structure 
There are 15 conventional lead from the 15 lead found in the BBC news 
reporting about Immigration Ban in United States. The function of 
conventional lead is summative. It means that the lead reporting the news 
by the true event. In the BBC‟s lead has the same structure of all. It can be 
found as following example 
Table 4.8 Table of Lead Structure BBC News 
In addition, the lead is compressing information.The lead tells the 
important information to less information. The using of active 
voice support that the agent that done the action is Trump. The 
headline and the lead has the linearity from its first word. The 
using action verb in the lead make the lead strong. In the lead there 
is not found an expression. Based on the analysis of lead above, the 
tendency of the lead is conventional lead, it means that the lead 
January 28, 2017 Headline: Trump suspends US refugee program and bans 
Syrian indefinitely 
Lead: President Donald Trump has banned the entry of 
Syrian refugees into the US until further notice 
Lead 
O.C.S/ 
Word 
Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Conventional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
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answering WH questions. Then the function of the lead is 
summative that means the leads tell the summary of the event. 
2. Headline and lead presentation in Daily Mail 
In the Daily Mail, the researcher found 29 headlines and leads. In Daily 
Mail online news there found 29 headlines and leads, it includes 10 
summary headlines and 19 connotative headlines. Morover, in the lead we 
found 25 convensional leads and 4 grammatical beginning leads. In the 
daily mail has a different pattern from daily mail. Therefore, in this section 
devided into two. The first, headline discuss about type, structure, and 
function headline. Two, lead,discuss about type, structure and function 
lead. The more in-depth analysis are as follows. 
a. Headline structure 
In Daily Mail online news there found 29 the daily mail there are 
found headlines and leads, it includes 10 summary headlines, 19 
connotative headlines. There are: 
1) Structure 1 
In structure 1 the headline has no a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, there is no low information value, and the 
word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has a 
secondary topic. It can be found in the following example: 
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Picture 4.8 1/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
Datum 1/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
 
 
 
In the picture 4.8 has headline Nearly half of America voters 
support Trump’s controversial immigration order, according to 
Quinnipiac poll. It can be drown as the table below: 
January 29, 2017 Headline: Nearly half of America voters support Trump‟s 
controversial immigration order, according to Quinnipiac poll 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No No  >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.9 Table of Headline Structure 1 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.9 shows that the headline employs the sentence rather than 
the phrase. The headline is in the form of sentence with an active 
voice instead of block language. It is indicates by the verb 
“support”. There is no low information value found in the headline 
so that the headline becomes stronger. The headline consists of 
more than 7 words. By using active voice make the headline show 
the agent. There is no existention of secondary topics. The same 
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structure of headline and lead are also found in the several datum 9/ 
DM / SH-R/CL-S/01022017, 12/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017, 17/ 
DM / SH-R/GL-N/11022017, 19/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/11022017, 28/ 
DM / CH-E/CL-S/22022017, 29/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/22022017. 
2) Structure 2 
In structure 2 the headline has no a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, there is no low information value, and the 
word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has a 
secondary topic. It can be found in the following example 
Datum 6/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
January 29, 2017 Headline: Nearly half of America voters support Trump‟s 
controversial immigration order, according to Quinnipiac poll 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No No  7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.10 Table of Headline Structure 2 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.10 is identified as summary headline with report 
function because it employs the sentence rather than the 
phrase. It does not contain block language and low 
information value. It contains 7 words and active voice 
without secondary topics. The same structure of headline is 
also found in the datum 23/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/16022017. 
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3) Structure 3 
In structure 3 the headline has no a block language or using phrase 
to write the headline, there is a low information value, and the 
word of headline more than 7 words, then it does not has a 
secondary topic. It can be found in the following example: 
Datum 13/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
 
February 4, 2017 
 
Headline: President Trump‟s first executive order in office could see 
up to 8 Million immigrants deported. 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No Yes  >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.11 Table of Headline Structure 3 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.11 is identified as summary headline with report 
function because it employs the noun phrase rather than sentence. It 
contains block language and low information value. It contains 
more than 7 words and active voice without secondary topics. There 
is no other headline using the same structure with datum 13/ DM / 
SH-R/CL-S/04022017. 
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4) Structure 4 
In structure 4 the headline has a block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is no low information value, and the word 
of headline is 7 words, then it does not has a secondary topic. It can 
be found in the following example: 
Datum 16/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/10022017 
 
February 10, 2017 Headline: Trump‟s immigration decree in five key dates 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes  No   7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.12 Table of Headline Structure 4 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.12 is identified as summary headline with report 
function because it contains block language and there is low 
information value. It contains more than 7 words and active voice 
without secondary topics. There is no other headline using the same 
structure with datum 16/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/10022017. 
5) Structure 5 
In structure 4 the headline has no block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is no low information value, and the word 
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of headline is more than 7 words, then it does not has a secondary 
topic. It can be found in the following example: 
Datum 20/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/12022017 
January 29, 2017 Headline: Immigrants wait in fear after raids; Trump takes credit 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No   No   >7 Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Table 4.13 Table of Headline Structure 5 Daily Mail News 
In table 4.13 is identified as summary headline with report 
function because it employs sentence rather than language and there 
is low information value. It contains more than 7 words and active 
voice without secondary topics. The same structure of headline is 
also found in the datum 11/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017. 
6) Structure 6 
In structure 4 the headline has no block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is no low information value, and the word 
of headline is more than 7 words, then it has a secondary topic. It is 
a connotative headline, so make the function of headline is 
expressive. It can be found in the following example: 
Datum 2/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/28012017 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Immigrants wait in fear after raids; Trump takes credit 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No   No   >7 Yes Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Table 4.14 Table of Headline Structure 6 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.14 is identified as connotative headline with 
expressive function because it does not contain block language 
that make the headline employ the sentence rather than the 
phrase and low information value. It contains more than 7 
words that make the headline hard to understand by the 
readers. The headline use  active voice. There is a secondary 
topics, it makes the headline does not focus on one topic. The 
same structure of headline is also found in the datum   5/ DM / 
CH-E/CL-S/29012017.   
7) Structure 7 
In structure 4 the headline has no block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is low information value, and the word of 
headline is more than 7 words, then it has a secondary topic. It is a 
connotative headline, so make the function of headline is 
expressive. It can be found in the following example: 
Datum 3/ DM / SH-R/GBL-S/29012017 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Immigrants wait in fear after raids; Trump takes credit 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No   Yes    >7 Yes Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Table 4.15 Table of Headline Structure 7 Daily Mail News 
Table 4.15 is identified as connotative headline with expressive 
function because it does not contain block language that make the 
headline employ the sentence rather than the phrase. There is a low 
information value, it means that the headline does not good enogh. 
It contains more than 7 words that make the headline hard to 
understand by the readers. The headline use active voice. There is a 
secondary topics, it makes the headline does not focus on one topic. 
The same structure of headline is also found in the datum 4/ DM / 
CH-E/CL-S/29012017, 7/ DM / CH-R/CL-S/30012017, 8/ DM / 
CH-E/CL-S/29012017, 10/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/04022017, 14/ DM / 
CH-R/CL-S/05022017, 15/ DM / CH-E/GL-N/09022017, 21/ DM / 
CH-E/CL-S/29012017,24/ DM / CH-N/GBL-N/11022017, 25/ DM 
/ CH-E/CL-S/17022017. 
8) Structure 8 
In structure 4 the headline has no block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is low information value, and the word of 
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headline is more than 7 words, the headline does not use an active 
voice and then it has a secondary topic. It is a connotative headline, 
so make the function of headline is expressive. It can be found in 
the following example: 
Datum 18/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/11022017 
January 29, 2017 Headline: Immigrants wait in fear after raids; Trump takes credit 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No   Yes    >7 No  Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Table 4.16 Table of Headline Structure 8 Daily Mail News 
In the table 4.16 shows that the headline employs the sentence 
rather than the phrase. There is no low information value found in 
the headline so that the headline becomes stronger. The headline is 
in the form of sentence with no active voice, it indicated the an 
author hide the subject.The headline consists of more than 7 words. 
So it makes the reader is not easy to understand the news.  There is 
existention of secondary topics it makes the headline does not 
focus on one topic. 
 So, the summer of the description above, the type of the 
headline is connotative headline. It means that the headline too 
expressive for telling the story of the event of the news. The same 
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structures of headline are also found in the several datum 26/ DM / 
CH-E/CL-S/19022017, 27/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/20022017. 
9) Structure 9 
In structure 4 the headline has no block language or using phrase to 
write the headline, there is low information value, and the word of 
headline is more than 7 words, the headline does not use an active 
voice and then it has a secondary topic. It is a connotative headline, 
so make the function of headline is expressive. It can be found in 
the following example: 
Datum 22/ DM / CH-R/NL-N/16022017 
February 16, 2017 Headline: Protester hold „Day Without Immigrants‟ marches 
across America to convince President Trump that foreign-born 
workers are vital to the economy 
Headline 
Block 
Language 
Low Information 
Value 
Word 
Number 
Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes    No     >7 No  Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Table 4.17 Table of Headline Structure 9 Daily Mail News 
 In the table 4.17 shows that the headline employs the 
phrase rather than the sentence. There is no low information value 
found in the headline so that the headline becomes stronger. The 
headline is in the form of sentence with no active voice, it indicated 
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the an author hide the subject.The headline consists of more than 7 
words. So it makes the reader is not easy to understand the news.  
 There is existention of secondary topics it makes the 
headline does not focus on one topic.So, the summer of the 
description above, the type of the headline is connotative headline. 
It means that the headline too expressive for telling the story of the 
event of the news. 
b. Lead structure 
In  the Daily Mail‟s lead the researcher found 25 convensional leads and 4 
grammatical beginning leads. The function of conventional lead is 
summative. It means that the lead reporting the news by the true event. In 
the other hand the function of the grammatical lead is narrative. It will be 
describe as follow: 
1) Structure 1 
In the structure 1 there is conventional lead. It can be drown as follow: 
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Datum 1/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
Table 4.18 Table of Convensional Lead - Summary Structure 1 Daily Mail 
From the table above, the lead has compressed the 
information. It means that the lead easy to understand. The lead 
shows the more information to the less information. It indicates the 
lead is inverted pyramid. The using of active voice make the lead 
show the agent. The headline and the lead have been linearity by 
show the agent in the first headline and lead. The using action in 
the lead make the lead strong, it shows that agent does the activity. 
There is no expression in the lead make the lead to be inform 
neutral. The same structure of headline and lead are also found in 
the datum 2/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/28012017, 6/ DM / SH-R/CL-
S/29012017, 7/ DM / CH- R/CL-S/30012017, 8/ DM / CH-E/CL-
S/29012017, 12/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017, 13/ DM / SH-R/CL-
S/04022017, 14/ DM / CH-R/CL-S/05022017, 16/ DM / SH-R/CL-
January 29, 2017 Lead: Nearly half of American voters support an 
immigration policy that mirror the one President Donald 
Trump implemented on Friday, according Quinnipiac 
University. 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active 
Voice 
Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<34 Yes Yes  Yes  No  
Type 
Tendency 
Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
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S/10022017, 18/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/11022017, 19/ DM / SH-R/CL-
S/11022017, 20/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/12022017, 28/ DM / CH-E/CL-
S/22022017. 
2) Structure 2 
In the structure 2 there is conventional lead with narrative function 
tendency of lead. It can be drown as follow: 
Datum 11/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
February 2, 2017 Lead: Trump‟s administration launched an appeal against the 
Settle court ruling that suspended his controversial immigration 
ban, as the President predicts he would win „for the safety of the 
country‟. 
Lead  
O.C.S/ 
Word 
Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression 
Yes/ < 35 Yes No Yes No 
Type 
Tendency 
Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Table 4.19. Table of Lead Structure 2 Daily Mail 
From the datum above, the lead has compressed the information. It 
means that the lead easy to understand. The lead shows the more 
information to the less information. It indicates the lead is inverted 
pyramid. The lead using passive voice and there is action start because the 
first word in the lead is places. There is no empty expression and make the 
lead tend to neutral. There is no the datum same with this structure. 
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3) Structure 3 
In the structure 3 there is conventional lead with summary to narrative 
function tendency. It can be drown as follow: 
Datum 5/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017 
January 29, 2017 Lead: Britain should follow Donald Trump‟s lead and introduce 
„extreme vetting‟ at the borders, Nigel Farage said today. 
Lead  
O.C.S/ 
Word 
Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression 
Yes/ < 35 Yes Yes  Yes Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative - Narrative  
Table 4.20. Table of Lead Structure 3 Daily Mail 
The lead has compressed the information. It means that the 
lead easy to understand. The lead shows the more information to 
the less information. It indicates the lead is inverted pyramids. The 
lead doesn‟t use an active voice, it uses a passive voice. The using 
action in the lead make the lead strong,it show that agent do the 
activity. There is expression in the lead make the lead to be 
informed bias. The same structure of lead is also found in the 
datum 25/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/17022017, 21/ DM / CH-E/CL-
S/29012017, 29/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/22022017. 
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4) Structure 4 
In structure 4 there is grammatical beginning lead with narrative 
function tendency. It can be drown as the the table below: 
Datum 15/ DM / CH-E/GL-N/09022017 
February 09, 2017 Lead: After a San Francisco appeals court of three judges 
unanimously ruled to not reinstate Donald trump‟s travel ban, his 
defeated election rival, Hillary Clinton took a jab at the president. 
Lead  
O.C.S/ 
Word 
Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression 
Yes/ < 35 Yes Yes  No  Yes  
Type 
Tendency 
Grammatical beginning lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative  
Table 4.21. Table of Lead Structure 4 Daily Mail 
The lead has compressed the information. It means that 
the lead easy to understand. The lead shows the more 
information to the less information. It indicates the lead is 
inverted pyramid. The lead does not use an active voice, it uses 
a passive voice. The using action in the lead make the lead 
strong, it shows that agent does the activity. There is no 
expression in the lead make the lead to be inform neutral. The 
same structure of lead is also found in the datum 17/ DM / SH-
R/GL-N/11022017, 22/ DM / CH-R/NL-N/16022017, 24/ DM 
/ CH-N/GBL-N/11022017. 
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3. Social Cognition 
Social cognition discuses about how the text can be produced. A text 
can have a meaning depend on the writer, so many author construct the 
text. Author may be a part of group on the community. In this part 
researcher found the difference between BBC and Daily Mail in serve the 
headline and lead.  
In BBC‟s media, the authors concern on the victim of the Trump‟s 
Policy. The author show that they disagree with Immigration Muslim Ban. 
As authors explained in the headline and lead on datum 2/ BBC / SH-R/CL-
S/29012017, 3/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/30012017 
In both of headline and lead above, it shows that the BBC disagree 
with Trump immigration Muslim ban, it makes some refugee suffers.  Both 
headline and lead, authors inform how the refugee suffers toward that 
policy.  
BBC is the biggest national media in Britain, so that the news tries to 
defend the minority to against authority.  
However, in the daily mail, the authors show that, they agree with 
Donald Trump Immigration Ban. As authors explained in the headline and 
lead on datum 1/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017, 7/ DM / CH-R/CL-
S/30012017 
 In both of headline and lead above, it is shown that Daily Mail 
agrees with Trump immigration Ban. As the middle- market media, Daily 
mail try to make something opposition to against the governors by agreed 
with the authority. 
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B. Discussion 
In this section, the discussions of the analysis are described to answer 
the problem statement as well as to explain the relation between them. 
Considering to the finding section and also the problem formulation in the first 
chapter, this section is separated into three part namely BBC presentation, 
Daily Mail presentation, and the last is the identity of both of them. 
1. BBC Presentation 
BBC reporting about DDonald Trump and immmigrant ban issue 
in 15 news. There are found 15 summary headlines and 15 conventional 
lead.  BBC has same structure in presentation of the news. Itcan be 
concluded that all the news tends to be neutral in presenting the news. 
According to New Statesman (2013), BBC tend to be more supportive 
toward Conservative party, toward the reigning government. Moreover, 
On Dec 27, 2013, the AllSides Bias Rating™ for BBC was center. This 
rating represents the bias for the news pages published online, but does not 
reflect opinion or editorial content.  
In the context of the news reporting about Donald Trump 
immigration ban, BBC news shows that they agreed with government, so 
it influence with the written of the news. BBC news shows less variation 
of the news (headline and lead) structure, type, and function. It is proven 
by the use of headline in which the type and function is summary-report 
headline and the lead mostly with the type and function of conventional 
lead. The findings that BBC uses less variation in the news concluding to 
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the statement that the news about Donald Trump immigration ban is less 
important for them, moreover, for the conservatives. 
2. Daily Mail presentation 
Daily mail reporting about Donald Trump and immigrant ban issue 
in 29 news. There are 10 summary headlines and 19 connotative headlines. 
Morever, in the lead found 25 conventional leads and 4 grammatical 
beginning leads. Daily Mail has uncertainty structure, function and type. It 
is different with the BBC news who have less variation of the news 
(headline and lead) structure, type, and function. 
Thus, it can be concluded that Daily Mail tends to bias in 
presenting the news. Moreover, Daily Mail seems to be more attractive by 
the use of variation in reporting the headline and the lead. The many 
variations used by Daily Mail in presenting the news about immigrant ban 
in United States indicates that they try to convey some important 
messages. In other words, they try to get the attention from wider scale of 
people.  
According to Ivor Gaber (2013), Daily Mail tends to be supportive 
toward Labour party. Therefore, the message or impact Daily Mail wants 
to covey is not only toward the Labour, but also from the right-wing 
people of United Kingdom, in order to gain more power. The findings that 
Daily Mail reporting the news about Donald Trump in imigrant ban issue 
more than BBC News indicates that Daily Mail think that the issue is 
important. From other point of view, Daily Mail actively penetrates their 
move to gain power utilizing any issues arise from the political world. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGESSTION 
The last chapter in this research contains two sections. The first is 
conclusion which review and describe the complete results of the research 
including the answer for the research’s problem statement. The second and the last 
is suggestion which presents recommended advice related to the results of this 
thesis. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the results of the analysis of Donald Trump Immigration ban 
as explained in detail in Chapter IV, the conclusion can be formulated as 
follow: 
1. BBC Presentation 
BBC reporting about Donald Trump and immigrant ban issues in 
15 news. There are found 15 summary headlines and 15 conventional lead.  
BBC has same structure in presentation of the news. It can be concluded 
that all the news tends to be neutral in presenting the news. The findings 
that BBC uses less variation in the news concluding to the statement that 
the news about Donald Trump immigration ban is less important for them, 
moreover, for the conservative. 
2. Daily Mail presentation 
Daily mail reporting about Donald Trump and immigrant ban issue 
in 29 news. There are 10 summary headlines and 19 connotative headlines. 
Moreover, in the lead found 25 conventional leads and 4 grammatical 
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beginning leads. Daily Mail has uncertainty structure, function and type. It 
is different with the BBC news who have less variation of the news 
(headline and lead) structure, type, and function. Thus, it can be concluded 
that Daily Mail tend to bias in presenting the news.  
3. Social cognition 
BBC that reporting the news about Donald Trump and immigrant 
ban issues is tend to conservative party because they present their news 
support reigning government. However, Daily Mail tend to Labour party 
that try to convey the news to get an attention from wider scale of people.  
 
B. Suggestion 
The researcher in this research uses Critical discurse Analysis to 
analyze Headline and lead about Donald Trum Immigration Ban in BBC and 
Daily Mail media. The researcher uses the CDA because the researcher wants 
to know the social clasess of BBC and Dail Mail. 
As the interest phenomenon in discourse, that is why the  development 
of this research is still needed. Now days, there is a lot of political problem. 
The researcher suggest for the next researchers to analyze the political 
problem by using CDA by other subject. Finally, the researcher hopes this 
research give some additional information and also can be used for reference 
by other researche who have the similar topic  to analyze.  
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1/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/28012017 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
January 28, 2017 Headline: Trump suspends US refugee program and bans Syrian 
indefinitely 
Lead: President Donald Trump has banned the entry of Syrian refugees 
into the US until further notice. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes   No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Trump executive order banning refugees: World react 
Lead: President Donald Trump's decision to halt all refugee admissions 
and temporarily bar people from seven Muslim-majority countries has 
been criticised by rights groups and activists around the world. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No 7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tenden  cy 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
2/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
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January 30, 2017 Headline: Trump executive order: Victims of US entry ban tell their 
stories 
Lead: President Donald Trump's order suspending immigration from 
seven Muslim-majority countries for 90 days has left many foreigners in 
limbo. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
3/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/30012017 
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January 31, 2017 Headline: US acting attorney general defies Trump immigrant ban 
Lead : The US acting attorney general has told the justice department not 
to defend President Trump's immigration order 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
4/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/31012017 
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February 1, 2017 Headline: US travel ban: Officials admit poor communication but defend 
policy 
Lead:  US security chiefs have admitted flaws in the way President 
Donald Trump's bar on people from seven countries entering the US was 
implemented. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes No  
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
5/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/01022017 
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February 2, 2017 Headline: Trump travel ban: Pre-clearance and why it matters 
Lead: US President Donald Trump's controversial travel ban has had far-
reaching consequences, and not just for the black-listed countries 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  No 7 Yes No  
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes no 
Type Tendency Convensional  
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
6/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/02022017 
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February 4, 2017 Headline: Trump travel ban: Seattle judge issues nationwide block 
Lead: A US judge in Seattle has issued a temporary nationwide block on 
President Donald Trump's ban on travellers from seven mainly Muslim 
nations. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No 7 Yes No  
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional  
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
7/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
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February 4, 2017 Headline: US reverses travel ban over court ruling as Trump fumes 
Lead:  The US authorities have rolled back a controversial travel ban on 
people from seven mainly Muslim countries after a judge suspended it. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
8/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
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February 5, 2017 Headline: Trump appeal against Seattle judge’s travel ban ruling 
Lead: The US justice department has filed a court motion against the 
suspension of President Trump's travel ban on people from seven mainly 
Muslim nations. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
   
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
9/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/05022017 
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February 5, 2017 Headline: Trump suffers new travel ban setback 
Lead: The US federal appeals court has rejected the Trump 
administration's request to reinstate a travel ban blocked by a federal judge 
on Friday. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No <7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
10/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/05022017 
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February 6, 2017 Headline: Is Trump’s immigration order legal? 
Lead: Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell may have offered the 
most prescient reaction to President Donald Trump's executive order 
suspending refugee resettlement and blocking individuals from seven 
majority-Muslim nations from entering the United States. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  Yes <7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional  
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
11/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/06022017 
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February 7, 2017 Headline: US justice department defends ‘lawful’ Trump travel ban 
Lead: The US justice department has defended President Donald Trump's 
travel ban and urged an appeals court to reinstate it in the interests of 
national security. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
12/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/07022017 
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Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes Yes >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
February 8, 2017 Headline: Trump travel ban: Tough question in US appeal court hearing 
Lead: A US appeals court has posed tough questions at those challenging 
and defending President Donald Trump's controversial travel 
Ban. 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
13/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/08022017 
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Validation 
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Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes No No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
February 10, 2017 Headline: Trump’s executive order: who does travel ban affect? 
Lead: On 27 January President Donald Trump signed an executive order 
halting all refugee admissions and temporarily barring people from seven 
Muslim-majority countries. 
14/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/10022017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
February 11, 2017 Headline: Donald Trump considers issuing new travel ban  
Lead: Donald Trump is considering a new executive order to ban citizens 
of certain countries from travelling to the US after his initial attempt was 
overturned in the courts. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No 7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
15/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/11022017 
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March 6, 2017 Headline: Trump sign new travel ban directive 
Lead: President Donald Trump has signed a new executive order placing a 
90-day ban on people from six mainly Muslim nations. 
 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No <7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
16/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/06032017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
March 10, 2017 Headline: US immigration: 50 extra judges to help tackle backlog 
Lead: The US Department of Justice is deploying 50 judges to 
immigration detention centres to clear a backlog of more than half a 
million cases. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
Yes No >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead 
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression 
Yes/ Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Convensional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
17/ BBC / SH-R/CL-S/10032017 
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January 29, 
2017 
Headline: Nearly half of America voters support Trump’s controversial 
immigration order, according to Quinnipiac poll 
Lead: Nearly half of American voters support an immigration policy that 
mirror the one President Donald Trump implemented on Friday, according 
Quinnipiac University. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Headline  
Block 
Language 
Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No   No >7 Yes No  
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<34 Yes Yes  Yes  No  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
1/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
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January 28, 
2017 
Headline: Trump’s immigration ban derailed: Federal court grants emergency 
stay temporarily HALTING deportation of visa holders detained at US airports 
after nationwide protest. 
Lead: A federal court has granted an emergency stay blocking the deportation of 
migrants detained at airports around the United Stated due to Donald Trump’s 
immigration ban. 
 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block 
Language 
Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  No >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<34 Yes Yes    Yes  No  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
 
2/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/28012017 
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January 29, 2017 
Headline: KATIE HOPKINS: Trump’s immigration crackdown is a clear 
message to the Muslim world – get your own houses in order before you 
come to ours 
Lead: Have you noticed? There has been more outrage from the left over 
trump’s so-called Muslim ban, than over terror itself. 
 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block 
Language 
Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
No/<35 Yes No Yes  No  
Type Tendency Grammatical beginning lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative  
3/ DM / SH-R/GBL-N/29012017 
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January 29, 2017 
Headline: Theresa May orders Boris Johnson and Amber Rudd to raise 
concerns with their US counterparts about Trump's 'divisive' immigration 
crackdown 
Lead: British minister are tonight frantically demanding British citizen 
be exempted from Donald Trump’s immigration crackdown. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yea No Yes  Yes  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
4/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
 
January 29, 2017 
Headline: Britain should follow Donald Trump’s lead and introduce 
‘extreme vetting’, Nigel Farage says as he defends US President’s 
immigration crackdown 
Lead: Britain should follow Donald Trump’s lead and introduce ‘extreme 
vetting’ at the borders, Nigel Farage said today. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No No >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Conventional 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative-Narrative 
5/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Trump immigration ban loses first legal battle 
Lead: US airports braced for fresh protests Sunday against Donald 
Trump's temporary immigration ban, which a federal judge partially 
blocked by ordering authorities not to deport refugees and other travelers 
detained at US borders. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  No =7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report  
 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/30 Yes Yes No  no 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
 
6/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/29012017 
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January 30, 2017 Headline: Poll shows support for Trump’s travel order ‘even if it means 
turning away refugees’ as a majority back ‘requiring immigrants from 
Muslim countries to register with the federal government’ 
Lead: Polling taken early this month showed majority support for a 
general expression of president Trump’s controversial plan to halt 
immigration from ‘terror-prone’ countries. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes yes no 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
7/ DM / CH-R/CL-S/30012017 
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January 29, 2017 Headline: Hollywood declares war on Trump: SAG Awards descends 
into a night-long protest as multiple stars use their moment in the 
spotlight to rail against President’s immigration ban. 
Lead: Hollywood went after President Donald Trump and his sweeping 
ban on immigrants from seven Muslim nations on Sunday night as they 
gathered at the 23rd Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block 
Language 
Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes Yes  
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes   No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
8/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017 
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February 1, 2017 Headline: The Latest: Vatican expands criticism of Trump’s travel ban 
Lead: CAIRO (AP) — The Latest on the global reaction to President 
Donald Trump's temporary suspension of immigration from seven 
Muslim-majority countries (all times local). 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
yes<35 Yes No  No  No  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
9/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/01022017 
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Validation 
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February 4, 2017 
 
Headline: White House vows to immediately reintroduce immigration 
ban after ‘outrageous’ judge cancels it with national injunction and 
Trump is told: ‘No one is above the law – not even the President’   
Lead : The White House has hit back at an ‘outrageous’ court ruling 
which overturned Donald Trump’s controversial immigration ban on 
Friday – and has vowed to file an ‘emergency stay’ to overturn it 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 yes No  
Type Tendency Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
<35 Yes Yes Yes  No  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative-Narrative  
10/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/04022017 
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February 4, 2017 Headline: Trump administration files appeal challenging Seattle judge's 
'terrible and ridiculous' halt on immigration ban 'that opens up country to 
potential terrorists and others that do not have our best interests at heart' 
Lead: Trump’s administration launched an appeal against the Settle court 
ruling that suspended his controversial immigration ban, as the President 
predicts he would win ‘for the safety of the country’. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes No  
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes No Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative 
11/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
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February 4, 2017 Headline: Trump White House calls halt on immigration ban 
‘outrageous’ in furious statement and then hastily deletes the word in a 
second statement issued moments later 
Lead: The White House responded to a federal judge issuing a 
nationwide ban on Trump’s controversial executive order, not once, but 
twice – just moment apart. 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
12/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
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February 4, 2017 Headline: President Trump’s first executive order in office could see up 
to 8 Million immigrants deported. 
Lead: President Donald Trump undertook on of his biggest campaign 
promises during his first week in office when he signed an executive 
order that vastly overhauled current immigration law. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes no 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
13/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/04022017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
February 5, 2017 Headline:  Stony-faced up Trump attends Red Cross gala with Melania 
as Court of Appeal REJECT White House bid to overturn Seattle judge’s 
‘terrible and ridiculous’ halt on his immigration ban amid country- wide 
protests. 
Lead:  A federal appeal court has denied the Justice Department’s request 
for an immediate reinstatement of President Donald trump’s ban on 
certain travelers and all refugees after furious legal battle erupted. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes  Yes no 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
14/ DM / CH-R/CL-S/05022017 
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February 9, 2017 Headline: HILLARY PUT THE BOOT IN: Clinton taunts Trump as he 
vow to challenge Appeal Court’s ruling after it unanimously REFUSES to 
overturn federal judge’s block on his travel ban 
Lead:  After a San Francisco appeals court of three judges unanimously 
ruled to not reinstate Donald trump’s travel ban, his defeated election 
rival, Hillary Clinton took a jab at the president. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes no  No 
Type Tendency Grammatical beginning lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative 
15/ DM / CH-E/GL-N/09022017 
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February 10, 2017 Headline: Trump’s immigration decree in five key dates 
Lead: A federal appeals court unanimously to restore President Donald 
Trump’s controversial executive order on immigration, prompting the US 
leader to vow a legal battle. 
 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No  7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes yes  No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
16/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/10022017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
February 11, 2017 Headline: Trump’s travel ban legal battle an uphill undertaking 
Lead:  After his travel ban suffered two defeat in the US court system, 
president Donald Trump has vowed to continue his judicial fight, but with 
the controversial measure now on shaky ground, it is likely to be an uphill 
battle. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/>35 Yes  Yes  No no 
Type Tendency Grammatical beginning 
Function 
Tendency 
Summary-Narrative  
17/ DM / SH-R/GL-N/11022017 
111 
 
February 11, 2017 Headline: Trump tweets his rage at travel ban ruling - claiming 77% of 
refugees allowed into the US have come from suspect countries since 
court order - and vows to introduce new rules on Monday. 
Lead:  President Donald Trump tweeted out a headline Saturday morning 
criticizing an influx in 'suspect' refugees since the Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals ruled against his travel ban. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 No yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/>35 Yes  Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
18/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/11022017 
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February 11, 2017 Headline: Trump travel ban kills surgeon’s lifesaving trip to Iran. 
Lead: HOUSTON (AP) – A Houston surgeon has canceled a trip to Iran 
to perform lifesaving surgeries because of uncertainty over the future of 
President Donald Trump’s refugee and immigration travel ban. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No >7 Yes no 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes  Yes  No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
19/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/11022017 
113 
 
February 12, 2017 Headline: Immigrants wait in fear after raids; Trump takes credit 
Lead:  Pastor Fred looked out over his congregation Sunday as news 
ricocheted around the world that American authorities were rounding up 
immigration an enforcement surge that President Donald Trump promised 
on the campaign trail. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No No  >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes/>35 Yes Yes Yes   No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
20/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/12022017 
114 
 
February 15, 2017 Headline: EXCLUSIVE: President Trump has done more illegal 
immigrant children in two weeks than Obama dis in two years, claims 
immigration lawyer 
Lead:  President Trump has done more for illegal immigrant children in 
two weeks than President Obama did in two years, a prominent 
immigration lawyer has claimed.   
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No Yes >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes  Yes  Yes 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative-Narrative  
21/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/29012017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
February 16, 2017 Headline: Protester hold ‘Day Without Immigrants’ marches across 
America to convince President Trump that foreign-born workers are vital 
to the economy 
Lead:  From Los Angeles to New York, immigration skipped work and 
school today, and many instead took part in demonstration to show how 
vital they are to the national economy and way of life. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
Yes No  >7 Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
No/<35 Yes Yes No Yes   
Type Tendency Novelty  
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative 
22/ DM / CH-R/NL-N/16022017 
116 
 
 
February 16, 2017 Headline: Trump promises new immigration order next week 
Lead:  President Donald Trump on Thursday said he will announce a new 
executive order on immigration next week, pressing on which an amended 
version of the much-criticized travel ban now caught up in court 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  No  7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Summary headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/<35 Yes Yes No No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
23/ DM / SH-R/CL-S/16022017 
117 
 
February 13, 2017 Headline: Bounty hunters chasing immigrations on horses, a 110- mile 
razor fence and bans on news mosques: ANDREW MALONE reports 
from the EU country whose brutal crackdown on Muslim migrants make 
Trump look liberal. 
Lead:  At first glance, the video looks like a Hollywood thriller. Set to 
strident, aggressive music, it show a group of muscular men using 
motorbikes, helicopters and even horses to race across the countryside in 
pursuit of human quarry. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes yes 
Type Tendency Connotative Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
No/>35 Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Type Tendency Grammatical beginning 
Function 
Tendency 
Narrative 
24/ DM / CH-N/GBL-N/11022017 
118 
 
 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
February 17, 2017 Headline: Trump administration DENIES it’s considering mobilizing up 
to 100,000 National Guard troops to round up illegal immigrants – but 
White House source says it ‘has been discussed’                                                                                                                                                                     
Lead:  White House press secretary Sean Spicer forcefully denied on 
Friday that the Trump administration is considering a proposal to mobilize 
as many as 100,000 National Guard troops to round up illegal immigrants, 
including millions living nowhere near the Mexico border. 
Block Language Low Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes/>35 Yes Yes No Yes  
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative-Narrative 
25/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/17022017 
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Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
 
February 19, 2017 Headline: It’s open season on illegal immigrations: Trump declares that 
ANYONE in the US illegally can be deported, regardless of whether 
they’ve committed a crime 
Lead: Donald Trump may put all of the USA’s illegal immigrants in 
ICE’s crosshairs with two new orders that could allow for anyone to be 
deported, regardless of whether they have committed a crime in the US. 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 No  yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
No/<35 Yes  Yes  No No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative  
26/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/19022017 
120 
 
February 20, 2017 Headline: Trump is set to SOFTEN his immigration ban: New executive 
order will exempt green card holders and dual citizens but target the 
SAME Muslim countries 
Lead : According to an AP report, a draft of President Donald 
Trump's revised immigration ban targets the same seven countries listed in 
his original executive order and exempts travelers who already have a visa 
to travel to the U.S., even if they haven't used it yet. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary 
Topics 
No  Yes >7 No  Yes 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
No/>35 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative - Narrative 
27/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/20022017 
121 
 
February 22, 2017 Headline: Illegal Mexican immigrant leaps to his death from border 
bridge just 30 MINUTES after being deported from the US for the THIRD 
time 
Lead: A Mexican man leaped to his death from the border bridge just 
minutes after being deported from the U.S. for the third time.  
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
  
Block Language Low Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  No  >7 Yes No   
Type Tendency Summary Headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Report  
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty 
Expression  
Yes <35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative 
28/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/22022017 
122 
 
February 22, 2017 Headline: Department of Homeland Security analysts find insufficient 
evidence citizens of 7 countries included in Trump’s travel ban pose a 
terror threat. 
Lead: Homeland Security Department analysts have found insufficient 
evidence that citizens of seven Muslim-majority countries included in 
President Trump’s travel ban pose a terror threat to the U.S. 
 
 
 
Validation 
 (Checked) 
 
Note 
  
 
Block Language Low 
Information 
Value 
Word Number Active Voice Secondary Topics 
No  Yes >7 Yes No 
Type Tendency Connotative headline 
Function 
Tendency 
Expressive 
Lead  
O.C.S/ Word Inverted Active Voice Action Start Empty Expression  
Yes <35 Yes Yes Yes No 
Type Tendency Conventional lead 
Function 
Tendency 
Summative.  
29/ DM / CH-E/CL-S/22022017 
